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HSK Paper PDF + MP3-Level 1-6 (1 for each level) Download past HSK documents and get MP3 online Real HSK documents in PDFDownload Hey, thank you for meeting us here to upload HSK documents to PDF. Download links can be found here and a way to access the audio of each paper. ONLY PDF Download Link: Click to download PDF
Documents Level 1-6 Free Also we have created an online audio booksheed where we downloaded MP3 portions of listening to each paper so you can click and listen to it in wechat, anytime, anywhere, without downloading it (417MB). Like the image shown below it's 99RMB based on system value, but we offer it to the first 99 users for just 9.9 RMB so you
can easily access it and view it, repeat it all the time. Click to get it now! And we've also created a wechat HSK Study Group where we share HSK resources, answer HSK questions, HSK mock exams are lucky enough to draw and give advice regularly. You will be eligible to join the wechat group for free. Scan the QR code below to add the HSK Assistant.
Thank you and cheers for your Chinese research! These downloadable HSK Practice trials offered by an official Chinese test organization are aimed at helping you prepare for the real HSK test. After passing these practical tests, you should familiarize yourself with the types of questions and content that are on the actual test. This will help you understand
how the real HSK test is structured and formatted. You can easily download each level of the test so you can practice in your own time. Each download will include a printable PDF and an MP3 audio file. In addition, for all the practical tests, we've also done a series of videos to help you analyze your responses so you can spot your weaknesses and put in
the necessary extra learning time for your improvement. HSK is an acronym for Hanyu Shuping Kaoshi (汉语⽔平考试), which means a Chinese language test. It is the most well-known and recognized chinese language test in the world, with six levels of competence (six independent tests). The HSK test is organized by Hanban (汉办), an affiliation of China's
Ministry of Education, which also runs Confucia Institutes around the world. The HSK HSK 1 and HSK 2 system meet very basic Chinese skills. HSK 3 and HSK 4 introduce more sophisticated knowledge of Chinese. HSK 5 and HSK 6 serve as indicators of high proficiency and chinese proficiency. Since language proficiency is something very subjective,
Hanban offers short handles for six HSK levels and explains what you can do in each level. Here's what you can do in HSK 4:You can discuss a relatively wide range of topics in Chinese and be able to communicate freely with Native Chinese speakers in common situations. How hard is HSK 4? HSK 4 is not a difficult test. It's much easier, other official
language tests such as a TOEFL exam for English students or a DELE exam for Spanish. HSK 4 approximately corresponds to CEFR B1 B1 (The common European language reference framework, aka CEFR, is the world's most influential standard for verifying the ability of a foreign language. Although Hanban argues on its website that HSK levels have
each other matching CEFR levels: HSK Level 4 = CEFR B2 Upper-intermediate, the statement is known as reassessment and has been denied by cefr. Read why here.) To pass the HSK 4 test, your vocabulary should be wide enough to meet all your needs when dealing with familiar issues and points of personal interest, whether at work, at home or in
social gathering. To be more precise, you should know about 1,000 characters, 1,200 dictionary words and 120 grammatical patterns. The more you know, the easier it is for you to nail the test. Good reasons to take HSK 4 In this era, you can barely get anything at all without pointing someone to the appropriate paper with a stamp on it, especially in China.
Thus, the HSK certificate can be a real asset. For example, when filling out a resume/resume, you can't just qualify for intermediate Chinese according to your own grades. Especially when knowledge of Chinese is not just a bonus point, but a job requirement. In this case, you want to prove it by demonstrating an HSK certificate that is widely recognized. In
addition, the HSK certificate never expires and will always be a good indication of your Chinese possession. Even if you're currently undecided about your career plans, you might still think about passing the test regardless. This will give you some flexibility for your future, whether or not you think you need an HSK certificate right now. And if you want to work
in China, HSK will come in handy when you apply for a work permit. China now accepts a system for assessing work permits through which each foreigner is evaluated according to their background, qualifications and skills. You must reach at least 60 points in total in this system to get a work/visa permit. An HSK 4 certificate can bring you 4 points. (View
official table of work permit clauses) If you learn Chinese simply because you like it, HSK may not seem so important on the surface, but it can still be very useful. It provides an objective assessment of your skills, determining at what stage you are with your Chinese training. In addition, the tests are useful research methods that will help you improve faster.
When you take the HSK 4 test, you should mention and apply what you have learned. This process greatly improves your chances of remembering information. The HSK 4 test report also makes your upcoming training sessions more productive, showing what you need to work on in the next phase. HSK 4 test formats Before you decide to pass the HSK 4
test, you should know that there are two test formats: paper and internet based (also known as computer). The two formats are identical in complexity, test content and Evaluation. The difference is: paper paper 4 TestYo will be required to sit at the table with questions and letters of answers for listening, reading, writing sections in the official HSK test center.
You will need to write your answers with either a 2B pencil or a pen. Internet test HSK 4 You will need to sit listening, reading, writing tests in front of the computer with questions presented on the screen in the official HSK test center. The computer is connected to Hanban servers that administer the test. You will need to submit your answers with your
keyboard and mouse. When you sign up for an HSK 4 check, you must choose whether to accept it on paper or computer. Generally, we recommend that you take the HSK 4 test on a computer on paper if you have the option (not all HSK test centers have adequate capabilities to conduct HSK 4 digitally). This is because you don't need to physically write
every character in the writing section, which can be difficult for many teachers. However, paper HSK 4 has its advantages, such as notaries and section skips (read here for a full comparison of the two formats). If you are more comfortable passing the test with paper and pencil, then we encourage you to do so. Note that for both formats, you need to go to
the official HSK test center. Even though an internet-based name might suggest this, it's impossible to pass the HSK 4 test on your own computer at home. HSK 4 test structure, content and timings There are three sections of the HSK 4 test: listening, reading, and writing. Each section has its own assigned term. In total, you need to finish 100 questions.
HSK 4 testing time on the Internet is 100 minutes and paper HSK 4 is 105 minutes. The paper version is a little longer because you need to transfer your replies from test paper to reply letter under Listening. The following chart gives you an overview of HSK 4 terms and number of questions you will have on each section: Section Internet based on HSK 4
Paper HSK 4 Number of questions Added time / 5 min (fill in personal information) / Listening 30 min 30 min 45 Added time 5 min (break) 5 min (fill in the reply letter) / Reading 40 min 40 min 40 Writing 25 min 25 min 15 (task) Total 100 min 105 min 100 (For internet HSK 4 there is a mandatory 5-minute break in the middle of the test, between the Listening
and Reading sections to complete the registration letter, which is not really necessary, because it is filled automatically on the computer.) Keep in mind that in the HSK 4 internet test each partition is locked by time and you will not be able to go to the next partition until the scheduled time has passed. Now let's look at the HSK 4 test content and the timing in
detail section by section. 1. Listening to HSK 4 Listening is 30 minutes. This section consists of three parts: the first - True or False, and the last two - Multiple choice. All audio clips played once. In total, there are 45 questions. Part 1. True or False In the first part you will listen to 10 audio clips that take the form of monologues. At the end of each monologue,
a statement will be read (it will also appear on the screen/test paper), and you need to determine whether this statement is true or false based on your understanding of the monologue. Each audio clip (including a monologue and statement) has a duration of 15-20 seconds and you have 10 seconds to make a judgment before moving on to the next clip. Part
2. Multiple Choice In the second part you will listen to 15 short dialogues. Each dialogue consists of 2 sentences. At the end of each dialogue, a third person will raise the question (the question will not appear on the screen/test paper) and you need to choose the best answer from the four answer options presented on the screen/test paper. The duration of
each audio clip (dialogue + question) is also 15-20 seconds. You will have 17 seconds to make your choice. Part 3. Multiple selection The last part of the listening section still takes the form of several options. You will listen to 15 longer dialogues or monologues, each consisting of 4-5 sentences. At the end of the dialogue or monologue, 1 or 2 questions will
be raised (they will not appear on the screen/test paper). Each audio clip (dialogue/monologue + question) is 20-40 seconds long and you will have 17 seconds to make your choice for each question. Here's a table that summarizes the content and timing of HSK 4 listening section information. Part Audio Clip Type Number of Clips Time/Clip Questions/Clip
Truth or False Monologue 10 15-20 sec 1 Multiple Selection Dialog 15 15-20 sec 1 Multiple Selection Longer Monologue/Dialogue 15 20-40 sec 1-2 2. Reading the HSK 4 reading section is 40 minutes long, making it the longest partition on HSK 4. This section contains 40 questions and consists of three parts: Filling in blanks, sorting the order of sentences
and multiple choices. Let's look at what each part stands for. Part 1. Fill in the forms that you will encounter with 10 elements in part 1. Each item consists of one or two sentences that do not contain a single word. You will be given a list of word options and you need to select the best word to fill in an empty word. Part 2. Arrange sentence order There are
also 10 items in the second part. Each item consists of three sentences, and you need to place them in the correct order. Part 3. Multiple selection In this part you will get 17 to 20 very short passages and 20 questions. Each passage is accompanied by 1-2 questions that ask you specific questions about the content. You need to choose the best answer from
the four answers provided. While you haven't timed to specific parts of reading, you should aim to spend about 10 minutes each on the first and second part, and 20 minutes on the third part. This gives you 40 minutes to answer 40 questions (essentially a pace of about one minute on Here is a table that summarizes the content and information about the
HSK 4 reading section. Part Number of questions Suggested pace Fill forms 10 10 min Arrange sentence order 10 10 min Multiple selection 20 20 min 3. Give the HSK 4 partition only 25 minutes, making it the shortest partition on HSK 4. This section consists of two parts: Arrange The Order of Words and Write Full Sentence. In total, there are 15 tasks. We'll
explain what they mean below. Part 1. Arrange the order of words There are 10 tasks in this part. There are a few words in each task in order, and you have to put the words in the right order to build a full sentence. Part 2. Write the full sentence The second part consists of 5 tasks. Each task comes with a picture and a word. You need to write a sentence
based on an image using that word. Just like reading, there are no time limits for each part of the Writing section, and you can split your time between two parts. We suggest you spend about 15 minutes from the first part (10 tasks) and 10 minutes from the second part. Here's a quick summary of HSK 4's record time and information. Part Number of tasks
Recommended pace Organize order word 10 15 min Write full sentence 5 10 min Unlike internet HSK 4, where each partition is blocked by time (you can not skip partitions), you can split your time between three sections in the paper test HSK 4. (Technically, you shouldn't do this because the term for each section is still mentioned on the test paper,
however, the rule is rarely applied really, and no one will stop you if you feel the need to skip around.) HSK 4 Scoring &amp;; Passing class After you find the test, the test robots are then mailed back (or submitted if internet-based) to Hanban's headquarters in Beijing. Test centers that administer tests do not classify test robots. You'll get three section points
and one overall score in the HSK 4 score report. Depending on the overall score, you either pass or don't. Your overall score is the overall score you get on the test and equivalent to the sum of your three section points for listening, reading and writing. The maximum score you can get on the HSK 4 test is 300 (100 for each of the three sections). To pass
HSK 4, you just need to reach the total pass mark (180 out of 300) - that's all that matters. How (and when) to register for HSK 4 testing? First of all, to pass the HSK 4 test, you need to choose a test date and a test center. HSK 4 (2021) test dates are 14 test dates for the HSK 4 test each year. This means you have many dates to choose from, so choose
the best date for you and your schedule. Quick Note: On March 07 and November 6, HSK 4 tests are offered exclusively in digital format (internet based). If you die hard paper and pencil fan, plan to pass the test for other dates. HSK 4 tests are prescribed on Saturday or Sunday, without exception. The test usually starts at Am. V.O. V.O. give are the same
around the world, but those based in a country/region that does not offer an internet format should instead pass a paper test. Test Dates HSK 4 based on HSK paper 4 Jan 09 (Sat) y (yes) y February 06 (Sat) y y 07 March (Sun) 20 March (Sat) y y y April 10 (Sat) y May 15 (Sat) y June 19 (Sat) y 10 (Sat)) y y 18 July (Sun) y y y 22 August (Sun) y y y y y y y y
y y y y nov 06 (Sat) y Nov 20 (Sat) y y Dec 05 (Sun) y HSK 4 Test Centers Your next step is to look for a test centre. Finding an HSK test center may be easier than you thought given the popularity of the test. There are more than 300 test centers in China alone, and nearly 1,000 outside China. We have pulled out a list of the world's HSK testing centers on
our website. Now choosing an HSK test center is not always as easy as choosing the one closest to you. You can really be more strategic in your choice. We come up with some tips here to help you decide which centre you should go ace test. Also note that not all test centers administer the HSK 4 test for each test date during the year. How often your test
center gives the HSK 4 test depends on their funding and how popular the test is in your area, so double check with your test center to see the options available. For example, if you intend to pass the HSK 4 test in October, make sure your test center will administer it this month. HSK 4 Test Fee In 2021, the HSK 4 test fee in China is 450 CNY (≈ 65 USD).
The price is the same for internet HSK and paper HSK. Test prices in CNY HSK 1 150 HSK 2 250 HSK 3 350 HSK 4 450 HSK 5 550 HSK 6 650 Price for HSK 4 outside China converted to local currency and will vary depending on your location. Some test centers may charge extra for processing or postal fees on top of the test board. You can check the
website of your test center to see exactly how much the HSK 4 test costs in your country or region. How to sign up for HSK 4 Online Once you've decided when and where to pass the HSK 4 test, you can sign up online. Here's a quick tutorial. 1. Open the HSK website Go to the official HSK test website www.chinesetest.cn. Select a language option in the
upper-right corner of the panel. Make sure you're using Internet Explorer or Firefox to access this website (not Google Chrome), otherwise it won't function well. 2. Create a user account Click New User to create an account. Fill in your personal information such as email address, nationality, native language, date of birth, etc. Before sending, save the user
name (e-mail) and password note. 3. Register HSK 4 On the next page, select HSK Level 4, the desired testing format (internet or paper), and then select a date and center to Note that some test centers offer HSK 4 in only one of the two test formats, so contact them in advance to make sure they get the option they need. Once submitted, you will be
accepted next page to confirm. 4. Upload your photo click Next step after confirming the information, and you will be directed to the page where you need to upload the photo. The photo should be a recent, standard, 2-inch photo ID in white background and JPG format (maximum size 100KB). This is important because if you don't upload a photo that meets
the criteria, you won't be allowed to enter the exam room later to take the test. 5. Confirm again Check the information you have just filled out again and click confirm and send. 6. Payment of the test fee that you will take to the payment page. If your chosen test center offers online payment options, simply choose a payment method (e.g. Visa, Mastercard,
Union Pay) and pay a test fee directly on this page. (All HSK test centers in China offer this option) If you're about taking a test outside of China and your test center doesn't offer online payment options, you'll need to pay a test fee at that center. In any case, make sure that you complete the payment before the registration deadline, otherwise the registration
will be automatically canceled. (The test cannot be cancelled after the test fee is paid and there will be no refund) 7. Check email confirmation If you have successfully registered, you will receive a confirmation email from Hanban 10 days before your test. Contact Hanban immediately if you have not received this confirmation. Hanban ContactPhone: + 86
(10) 59307668/59307634Email: kaoshi@chinesetest.cn 8. You can print out the test card you can either log in to the HSK website and print out the test card on the Personal Center page or collect it in the test center. You must bring and present a test card of admission along with a valid ID on the day of testing. How to sign up for HSK 4 Offline Some test
centers do not offer the online registration option and you must go to the test center to complete the registration and payment on site. Make sure you have an identity document (such as id card, passport, driver's license, residence permit, etc.) and two recent, standard, 2-inch photos (in white background) with you as you head to the test center. Fill out the
registration form and pay the on-site test fee. (The requirement and test fee can vary from center to center, it's a good idea to check with your center in advance) If there is no HSK test center nearby, you can register as a courier. You'll need to send a copy of your ID to the center, your RESUME, including your Chinese and English names, nationality,
gender, mailing address and two photos with a 2-inch ID. You also need to re-send the necessary costs to the center by cashless payment. Shortly after the centre draws up your registration application, it will write you a test card Hsk. Dates and deadlines for registration Terms of registration of HSK 4 internet tests 10 days before the relevant testing dates,
while for paper HSK 4 it is necessary to register in 4 weeks or more in Although HSK 4 test dates have already been fixed throughout the year, most test centers won't allow you to sign up for the test much earlier than the test date (registration usually starts 3-4 months before the test date). Once you decide on a test date, it's always better to sign up early
than late because test centers have limited seating. Registration is always taken at the first stage, as a basis, until the capacity is reached. Also, if you're experiencing a technical glitch by registering online at the last minute, Hanban won't be able to make accommodation for you. HSK 4 certificate &amp;amp; The validity of the assessment will be obtained by
HSK 4 certificate when you pass the HSK 4 test. The HSK 4 certificate has a permanent expiration date. It's like a diploma. Once you get it, it becomes your property and is valid forever. However, the validity period of the HSK 4 assessment report, as a certification for international students for college or university admissions in China, is two years starting
from the date you take the test (although it does not have a starting point in the real world, as most universities in China require applicants to take a high-level HSK test, such as HSK 5 or HSK 6 to enroll in degree programs). Your HSK 4 test score will be released two weeks after the test date (or a month later if you pass a paper test) on the HSK website.
Just enter your test registration number (as shown on your test card reception) and you can access your account online. Once more than two years have passed since you took HSK 4, your overdue ratings won't disappear from the website and you'll still be able to browse the web. However, the HSK website does not seem very well supported and could face
technical blows at times. It's always a good idea to keep a standalone record of your scores within your reach. (A physical HSK test report will be sent to your test center 1-2 months after the test date, and you must be notified by email or phone for boarding.) How do I get a certificate for speaking skills? You should have noticed that HSK 4 is a 100% written
test. This applies only to your listening, reading and writing skills, and does not test your speech. Passing the HSK 4 test is one thing, speaking Chinese is another. So, is there a way to objectively evaluate your Chinese language skills and get certification for it? Fortunately, HSK isn't the only Chinese knowledge test you can pass. If you want to show your
proficiency in spoken Chinese, just pass another test called HSKK (Hanyu Shuiping Kouyu Kaoshi, or Chinese Knowledge Test). HSKK is a relatively new test organized by Hanban that specifically evaluates speeches, tones, clarity, continuity, diversity and fluency in speech. This will measure your overall ability to speak in real life. Just like HSK, HSKK is
divided into different levels (beginner, medium, We recommend taking HSKK Intermediate as it matches HSK 3 and HSK 4. You can take HSK HSK and HSKK Intermediate tests together on selected test dates. HSKK Intermediate is offered 7 times a year, and all test dates overlap HSK 4 test dates. Two tests start at different times of the day. Just make
sure you sign up for them at the same test center. (Read here for more information about HSKK) A common misconceive is that HSKK is only part of the HSK test as a conversational section, but that's not correct. HSK and HSKK are two independent tests that can be taken with ly, at any level. The top tips for passing the HSK 4 HSK 4 test are not a difficult
test, but that doesn't mean you might just appear ill-prepared for it. To nail down the test, you need to have some strategies. Here are our top tips for passing HSK 4 along with other HSK key information you need to know. Tip 1: Remember HSK 4 characters temporarily... Hired... Suspected... With... You don't know these characters yet? These are some of
the Chinese characters needed for HSK 4. If you're going to take the HSK 4 test, it's time to remember them! On HSK 4, Hanban expects you to know 1,000 characters in total to pass the test. Here's the full list. Love Eight Dad's Cup is not a vegetable tea car eat hit big dot electric shop all read to many kids two meals fly tall industrial fruit khan good drink
number and very after words back to the car somewhat see call her sister today nine sense open guest unit to the old cold in six moms buy no rice noodle name that you can women seven gas. Before the money, please go hot people admit three businesses on a young teacher ten times to see a book who waters sleep said four years he too day listening to
me five nooners first want a little school some write thank you as a coat medicine chair video friend has a raining language hospital month again in the way this clock live desktop word yesterday to make this a white hundred class help newspaper than pen side. The table isn't sick of stepping long field singing wearing bed times from wrong, but tao get so
brother first understand moving house not to tell brother songs to total melon dog dearly over baby red happy also fire chicken pieces laying out nearby in test could be a fast music class from two roads selling slow busy cat each sister's milk door male cow side running tickets to get a thousand love. The day of the flesh body color test room hand thought to
tell the occasion, although this body jumps outside the game late to ask for a smile of hugh Snow's new surname eye sheep medicine to also have to mean because Yin swim swim right fish far transport early station find true know paper to help go the most left-handed ach ann to move the board to make half the pack full north ready to be changed Herbal
layer check out bad super lining in town late on K Chu boat spring word cong response with a single-tribes egg when the lamp set the eastern winter short section of hungry and pushy-haired French side wind suit attached to a dry feeling of just root and all the more patronising the strange custom-made river in anticipation of a blossoming painting of a bad
ring for a yellow wedding or performance level is extremely disturbing to record the season. Jane Jian says angular foot more connected street knots to decide the world to borrow jin Beijing eyes clean situation quiet long wine old living sentence according to Kang's thirsty empty mouthful of crying pants blue basket ceremony Lee Lee Lee's face calendar
face practice bright material chat next door stay building brigade green horse full fake hat end to take southern heavy brain bird nu crawl Light qing autumn fun as race umbrella sweep mountain shirt blazing shao sound real story city slim uncle Shu beam tree number brush double count special pain ladder blow sweet bar iron head sudden leg figure 10,000
pure forgetting bits feed text and smell dance thing Xixi Xixi XIXI drama department summer fresh incense ring, As shoes heart letters Xingxing star bear must choose teeth. The industry should discuss the easily sounding silver drink should welcome the post and in the garden Yuyuan are willing to cross the bathroom to select Zhang Zhang photo right only
at the end of a difficult week the main note of the quasi-total leg-mouth lease is short according to the case of vanquished game sticks to keep the stick boons and sowing department's tinged material color food toilet to try the process of holding a window this rough bag wearing. Knife guide down low lower abdominal block degree forging team annoying anti-
fat gathering part of the efforts of rich seals no skin fu father pay negative rich changes dare steel cake every job to buy enough to assess the kind of tube light rules buying sea cold air sweat he thick challenge tiger mutual plan households spare goods get the foundation, and that is, technology as a set price. 假 坚 减 建 江 将 奖 降 交 郊 饺 ⼱ ⾦ 仅 紧 尽 禁
惊 精 景 警 竞 竟 镜 究 局 举 拒 具 剧 距 聚 绝 科 棵 克 肯 苦 款 况 困 拉 辣 懒 浪 厉 丽 利 励 俩 连 怜 联 炼 凉 谅 量 列 林 零 龄 另 流 律 虑 乱 论 落 ⿇ 码 漫 ⽑ 美 梦 迷 密 免 秒 ⺠ 命。 The mother inside is annoyed to make a warm row of cards judge accompanying adjury beer article swinded scores of bottles splashed broken signature pounding bridge
smart cut pro-qin poor area to take all spring missing but really skirt breaking throw yet in free Sen sand injury lightly spoon society Sn deep even the province stayed to make a taxi show-style release originally selling summer trick 抬 态 谈 汤 糖 躺 趟 讨 填 厅 停 挺 通 童 桶 推 脱 碗 危 微 围 卫 味 温 ⽆ 误 吸 惜 细 咸 险 线 详 象 消 效 ⾟ 醒 幸 性 修 羞 秀 许
压 呀 亚 烟 严 ⾔ 研 盐 演 厌 验 扬 洋 养 叶 Aunt doubts the art of remembrance. Art. 印 赢 永 勇 优 尤 由 油 愉 与 ⽻ 预 原 约 阅 云 允 杂 咱 暂 脏 则 责 增 展 占 章 招 折 针 争 整 证 之 ⽀ 汁 值 职 植 ⽌ 址 指 ⾄ 质 众 洲 祝 著 专 转 赚 仔 资 族 座 It's a good idea to knock out 1,000 total Chinese characters early on , even if it is not a duty to achieve spoken
chinese proficiency. The characters help to better remember vocabulary, read with ease (facilitate learning through native resources) and understand more deeply how Chinese works. Tip 2: Learning HSK 4 vocabulary is essential for any language test. This is probably the most important thing to learn and understand. According to Hanban, to pass HSK 4,
you need to know the dictionary's 1,200 words (see dictionary list here). These words may change slightly between tests, but you can usually expect to see words from this dictionary list on any given HSK 4 test. Just note that the HSK 4 dictionary list is not intended to be the most common 1,200 Chinese words by frequency; instead, this is a list created
specifically to pass the HSK 4 test. Some words may not be used very often in your language, but are very important in Chinese culture, such as 包⼦ (steam bun), ⺠族 (ethnic group), 打针 (needle injection), etc. they can appear at any time on the HSK 4 test, so you should study them. How to remember Chinese iects and words? Ok, so now you have a list
of HSK 4 characters and a list of dictionaries and know what you should learn. But what's the best way to remember them? The best way to remember HSK 4 characters and words is to use cards and create the maximum number of exposures to a new real-life dictionary. Essentially, you'll want to surround yourself with a new vocabulary, allowing them to
naturally move from short-term memory to long-term memory. Cards are a powerful way to view Chinese characters and words. You can do it old school and make actual, physical cards. Just review the lists and write down unfamiliar characters and words on one side, and the English definition on the other. The goal is to get yourself to see and write words
for yourself, giving you more exposure. If you are time-limited, then use card apps such as Anki or Memrise. You can download them to your desktop as well as your mobile phone so you can see new words while moving to school or work. These apps also use arranged repetitions - a clever algorithm that shows you only cards you're going to forget. Now, to
pass HSK 4, you need to do more than flip through the cards, you need to get a bigger impact to accurately and convincingly be able to use those words. Best strategy? Get out there and talk! Force yourself to use these new words with Native Chinese speakers near where you live or online. How native speakers respond to your shaky, early use of the new
vocabulary will strengthen the meaning and use of those words as Other. If you can't find anyone to practice with you, look for words in the dictionary applications, such as Pleco, and read examples of sentences. These sentences will provide numerous greater influences on words in context. You can even use Google or Baidu to determine how these
Chinese words are actually used, a method that is surprisingly effective. Bottom line: it's important not just to remember Chinese characters and words from the list. Find out how they are used in context and they will be easier to follow in your long-term memory. And practice every day! Rinse and repeat before the test! Tip 3: The HSK 4 grammar master is
the glue that holds bits of speech together. In the HSK 4 test you will be quizzed extensively on knowledge of Chinese grammar. To pass HSK 4, you need to know about 120 grammar structures and sentence templates. For example, the best resource for learning HSK 4 grammar is the ImproveMandarin Grammar Channel. This is a great reference resource
that you can go to for a quick repetition/overview of the grammar structures required for the HSK 4 test. Tip 4: Take full-length trials to get a better idea of your current level and know how much you'll need to study for the HSK 4 test, it will be reasonable to take some test tests. So you can see where your current areas of strength and weakness are and see
how the test works before passing the official HSK 4 test. Make sure you take the test tests in full length. This allows you to get used to HSK 4 test time and steadily build up stamina for a test day. (It may take more than two hours to check in for the HSK 4 test. There are three ways to get them: ImproveMandarin HSK Channel: We've created more than ten
HSK 4 trials on our website with authentic questions from past HSK 4 exams, complete with answer keys. You can click here to try them online or download and print test documents. They do not require registration and are completely free. Official HSK Exam Papers (Level 4): This book, published by the People's Educational Press, consists of five retired
HSK 4 tests and costs CNY 68.00. You can find it on Amazon, Taobao, and in many foreign language bookstores in China. The title of the book in 汉语⽔平考试真题集HSK四级 (2018版). HSK Symphony Tests (2th edition) Level 4: This book is published by Beijing Language and Culture University Press. It contains 10 HSK 4 syming tests with realistic
questions and costs 58.00 CNY. The title of the book in 汉语⽔平考试模拟试题集 is 版(第2版)HSK四级. Once you've got the test and are ready to take it, try recreating the real testing environment as closely as possible: find a slightly noisy place to take the test (this is important as the sound of a keyboard kick can get quite loud in an internet test, and in some
paper tests and internet tests take place in one test room), and time to use it yourself Terms. Tip 5: Make a weekly HSK 4 curriculum Look at daily and weekly schedules and see how many hours a week you can spend studying for HSK 4. Even if your test date isn't for months, you still want to try a budget of at least 3-5 hours of Chinese language learning
each week. Learning Chinese doesn't always have to mean cracking textbooks and grammar. If you don't use a lot of Chinese in your daily life, then start incorporating language into your daily mode bit by bit. Watch TV shows, movies, YouTube videos in Chinese or read Chinese news articles, magazines, novels in Chinese. The character and words
required for HSK 4 are used so often that you will appear to them over and over again in the texts you read. See if you can find someone you can practice speaking Chinese with. They are just as important as sitting and studying grammar and vocabulary. Learning and preserving a language happens over time and you can't really cram for it or just learn for
one or two hours a week. It's a good rule to allocate 40-60 minutes every day to learn Chinese, five days a week at this point – and I highly recommend you do because it will help you immensely down the road. Tip 6: Attend HSK 4 Training Course Too difficult to study for HSK 4 yourself? Then take the HSK 4 training course! A good teacher familiar with the
HSK 4 test structure can save you considerable time and effort. You will learn the exact skills needed to put you in great shape going into your HSK 4 test. Just visit the website of your local Mandarin school or Google [your city name] + HSK 4 training course. If a school doesn't have an easily accessible course, ask them if they can set up an app for you.
After all, you're a customer! Some HSK 4 training programs are markedly better than others. Here are our best options if you plan to take the test in China. 1. MandarinRocksLocation: Shanghai, Beijing and online Cost: 170-210CNY /hour for 1-1 learning depending on how many hours you sign upLink: www.mandarinrocks.com/Shanghai-HSK-preparation-
course.aspOne the oldest, best established Chinese language schools in China. Their HSK training course has a strong, successful history (95% of students passed the HSK exam after the course). the course).
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